The VoiceNav Lite code pad forms part of an ever strengthening Hills Reliance suite and is
well equipped with essential security features, including the unique built-in “personal voice
guide” (PVG). With 3 “Quick Keys” for Away arming, Stay arming and System status, users
can promptly and easily control their alarm system. Encased in a smooth stylish design,
The VoiceNav lite is perfect for complimenting a range of different decors whilst seamlessly
controlling the security of your home or business.

Features
Interactive Personal Voice Guide
The built-in personal voice guide directs users, step-by-step, through all of your Hills Reliance
security system functions, making it a breeze to control and manage your security system.

Voice Enabled Status Keys
Checking your security system is now made easier with the voice enabled status keys, eliminating
the need to decipher confusing flashing lights or referring back to the user manual.

Customisable Voice Recordings
The extensive in-built word library consists of 153 pre-recorded words which can be used to
customise voice labels for zones, areas and output names. Up to eight words can be strung
together to form more descriptive phrases, to better suit your personal preferences.

Status Quick Keys
Control and manage your security system quickly and seamlessly through the code pads 3
quick keys for Away arming, Stay arming and System status. Made from soft silicon
for ease of use, all keys are individually back-lit for easy viewing under difficult
lighting conditions. (i.e. in the dark).

Selectable Chime Zones
The Voicenav Lite delivers further flexibility and site customisation with the ability
for users to create chime groups for specific zones.
*Firmware is field upgradable via a Hills USBNav programmer.

Hills Reliance VoiceNav Lite Specifications
User Interface

Individually backlit SmartKeys with interactive personal voice guide

Alarm Panel

Compatible with NX (made after 2000) and Hills Reliance security control panels

Dimensions

(W) 80mm x (H) 130mm x (D) 22mm

Operating Temperature

0 to 50 degrees Celsius

Wiring

Data Bus - 3 core, recommended 14/020

Colour

Opal White

Weight

100g
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